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Puppies like to be warm, so when 
it’s bedtime they climb on top 
of each other in a big heap

called a puppy pile.

How do dogs sleep?



 Most dogs live in close contact with people. They go to 
bed and wake up with their human families.



How do dolphins sleep?



When a dolphin is born, the baby dolphin and his mother both stay 
awake for a whole month! They never sleep soundly because they 

have to swim to the surface to breathe at least twice a minute.



How do bears sleep?



Grown-up bear parents sleep through the 
whole winter and don’t leave their cozy dens 

until spring. During that time, their bear 
cubs are often awake. They cuddle close to 

their mother’s furry body to keep warm.



How do tigers sleep?



Before her cubs are born, a mother tiger 
prepares a den for them to sleep in. A 

den may be in a cave, in the middle of tall 
grass, or even in a hole in a big tree.



How do kangaroos sleep?



A baby kangaroo is called a “joey”. A joey sleeps 
in a pouch on her mother’s belly that is lined with soft, 

comfy fur. Sometimes a young kangaroo stays 
in her mother’s pouch for a whole year.



How do owls sleep?



How do owls sleep? Owls have very good eyesight and can see in the 
dark. That’s why they stay up all night and sleep 

during the day. They sleep on tree branches, 
in holes in trees, or in empty buildings.



How do sea otters sleep?

A baby sea otter sleeps 
on its mama’s tummy.



Sea otters sleep right where they live —
in the water. They like to sleep together 

in a group and even hold hands in their sleep. 



How do sloths sleep?



How do sloths sleep?

Sloths live in the rainforest and spend 
most of their time hanging from trees — 

and that’s where they sleep. A sloth’s 
long claws help it hold onto branches.

 It can even sleep upside down!



How do deer sleep?



Deer like to sleep in tall, thick grass. If you ever see a patch 
of matted down grass in the forest — it could be a deer’s bed. 
A fawn is a baby deer, and it spends most of its time sleeping.



How do you sleep?



People need sleep, too! In fact, kids need even more sleep than 
adults, so they can grow, learn, and play every day. Our parents read 

us bedtime stories, tuck us in, and stay close by to keep us safe.
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The ANIMAL FAMILIES series is like a colorful classroom, 
where many of the teachers have four legs and a tail. 

Some can even fly!

Delight in discovering the BEDTIME habits 
we share with our feathered and furry friends.
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